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Week 11 Border

Pattern Notes
◌ The border is crocheted in rounds on RS. Rounds are joined in the corner. 

Photo-Tutorial
Check helpful tips and photo-tutorials with step-by-step pictures on Tatsiana's blog:
https://www.lillabjorncrochet.com/2019/12/rozeta-cal-week-11.html

Video-Tutorial
Esther from It’s all in a Nutshell has created video tutorials for the Rozeta CAL. You can fi nd the videos 
on her Youtube channel:
Right-handed video in UK terminology: https://youtu.be/TX31aYPZGvU
Left-handed video in UK terminology: https://youtu.be/fi ljyXZIt1E

Instructions

Round 1. Yarn A: With RS facing you, ch2 (doesn’t count as tr – here and throughout), (2tr, ch2, 2tr) in 
fi rst st, 214tr, (2tr, ch2, 2tr) in last st, rotate a quarter and continue along next long side,
56tr evenly along the edge of bottom tapestry panel, 1tr in next ch2-sp, 214tr, (2tr, ch2, 2tr) in next ch2-
sp in the corner, rotate a quarter and continue along next short side,
214tr, (2tr, ch2, 2tr) in next ch2-sp, rotate a quarter and continue along next long side,
214tr, 1tr in next ch2-sp, 56tr evenly along the edge of bottom tapestry panel, join with ss in fi rst tr after 
ch2, 1ss in next tr, 1ss in next ch2-sp (change to Yarn D (E for Colour Crafter version, don’t cut Yarn A) – 
218 tr along each short side, 275 tr along each long side, ch2-sp in each corner.

Round 2. Yarn D (E): Ch2, *(2tr, ch2, 2tr) in ch2-sp in the corner, (skip 3 sts, 5tr in next st) repeat until 
2(3) sts are left before next corner; repeat from * 3 more times, join with ss in fi rst tr after ch2, ss in next 
tr, ss in next ch2-sp (change to Yarn A, don’t cut Yarn D (E) – 54 shells along each short side, 68 shells on 
long side, 4tr and ch2-sp in each corner).

Round 3. Yarn A: Ch1 (doesn’t count as dc here and to the end), *(1dc, ch2, 1dc) in ch2-sp in the 
corner, skip 2 tr in the corner, [V-st in central skipped st from 2 rounds below between two shells, skip 
2 tr on next shell, 1dc in next tr (on top of the shell), skip 2 tr on same shell] repeat till next corner, V-st 
in skipped st from 2 rounds below after last shell before corner, skip 2 tr in the corner; repeat from * 3 
more times, join with ss in fi rst dc after ch1, ss in next ch2-sp (change to Yarn D (E).

Round 4. Yarn D (E): Ch2, *(2tr, ch2, 2tr) in ch2-sp in the corner, (skip next dc, 5tr in sp on top of next 
V-st) repeat till next corner; repeat from * 3 more times, join with ss in fi rst tr after ch2, ss in next tr, ss in 
next ch2-sp (change to Yarn A, cut Yarn D (E) ).

Round 5. Yarn A: Ch1, *(1dc, ch2, 1dc) in ch2-sp in the corner, skip 2 tr in the corner, V-st in next dc 
from 2 rounds below, skip 2 tr on next shell, [1dc in next tr (on top of the shell), skip 2 tr on same shell, 
V-st in next dc from 2 rounds below, skip next 2 tr] repeat until corner; repeat from * 3 more times, join 
with ss in fi rst dc after ch1, ss in next ch2-sp (change to Yarn F (C for Colour Crafter version).

Round 6. Yarn F (C): As Round 4. Cut yarn.

Round 7. Yarn D (A): As Round 5. Fasten off, weave in all tails. Block blanket to measurements. 


